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the meaning of contemporary is marked by characteristics of the present period modern current how to use contemporary in a sentence did you know synonym discussion of contemporary some
common synonyms of contemporary are coeval coincident contemporaneous simultaneous and synchronous while all these words mean existing or occurring at the same time contemporary is
likely to apply to people and what relates to them find 63 different ways to say contemporary along with antonyms related words and example sentences at thesaurus com contemporaries are
people and things from the same time period contemporary can also describe things happening now or recently it s common to speak of contemporary music or contemporary furniture for
example those things are new not old contemporary definition 1 existing or happening now and therefore seeming modern 2 belonging to the same period or to learn more contemporary
definition existing occurring or living at the same time belonging to the same time see examples of contemporary used in a sentence existing or happening at the same time as something most
contemporary accounts of the event have been destroyed contemporary noun c uk kənˈtemp ə r ə ri kənˈtempəri us someone s contemporaries are the people who live at the same time as them
shakespeare and his contemporaries synonyms and examples modern the building was made using modern construction techniques up to date the hospital has some of the most up to date
equipment in the country latest she always wears the latest fashions cutting edge computers have brought cutting edge technology into the classroom high tech living or happening in the same
period of time 2 of about the same age 3 of or in the style of the present or recent times modern see also modern noun word forms plural conˈtempoˌraries 4 a person living in the same period as
another or others contemporary in a sentence obama dips back a few years even for some of the more contemporary artists contemporary meaning 1 happening or beginning now or in recent
times 2 existing or happening in the same time period from the same time period the 25 works of art that define the contemporary age three artists and a pair of curators came together at the
new york times to attempt to make a list of the era s essential artworks here s contemporary and midcentury modern are very different designs midcentury modern is minimalistic and features
neutral tones while contemporary incorporates more curvy furniture and decor with bolder colors definition of contemporary adjective in oxford advanced learner s dictionary meaning
pronunciation picture example sentences grammar usage notes synonyms and more defined by clean lines decorated minimalism and current trends contemporary interiors are distinctly of the
moment even when the moment changes found throughout homes offices and retail contemporary style is a sophisticated yet easy breezy style bar seating at a kitchen bar or island encourages
entertaining in an open space design materials don t have to match consider mixing textures using wood concrete glass ceramic and metal explore room rates room types and pricing at disney s
contemporary resort a disney deluxe resort featuring suites and standard rooms with theme park views definition of contemporary quite recent examples of contemporary in a sentence while
young people tend to prefer contemporary music the older generation prefers to listen to music from the 1970 s and the 1980 s contemporary n one who lives at the same time as another 1630s
originally cotemporary from co temporary modified by influence of contemporary adj a native word for it was time fellow 1570s and earlier was contemporanie early 15c from latin
contemporaneus used as a noun also compare crony contemporary history is either a subset of the late modern period or it is one of the three major subsets of modern history alongside the early
modern period and the late modern period in the social sciences contemporary history is also continuous with and related to the rise of postmodernity
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contemporary definition meaning merriam webster May 25 2024

the meaning of contemporary is marked by characteristics of the present period modern current how to use contemporary in a sentence did you know synonym discussion of contemporary

contemporary synonyms 107 similar and opposite words Apr 24 2024

some common synonyms of contemporary are coeval coincident contemporaneous simultaneous and synchronous while all these words mean existing or occurring at the same time contemporary
is likely to apply to people and what relates to them

63 synonyms antonyms for contemporary thesaurus com Mar 23 2024

find 63 different ways to say contemporary along with antonyms related words and example sentences at thesaurus com

contemporary definition meaning synonyms vocabulary com Feb 22 2024

contemporaries are people and things from the same time period contemporary can also describe things happening now or recently it s common to speak of contemporary music or contemporary
furniture for example those things are new not old

contemporary english meaning cambridge dictionary Jan 21 2024

contemporary definition 1 existing or happening now and therefore seeming modern 2 belonging to the same period or to learn more

contemporary definition meaning dictionary com Dec 20 2023

contemporary definition existing occurring or living at the same time belonging to the same time see examples of contemporary used in a sentence

contemporary definition cambridge learner s dictionary Nov 19 2023

existing or happening at the same time as something most contemporary accounts of the event have been destroyed contemporary noun c uk kənˈtemp ə r ə ri kənˈtempəri us someone s
contemporaries are the people who live at the same time as them shakespeare and his contemporaries

contemporary 36 synonyms and antonyms cambridge english Oct 18 2023

synonyms and examples modern the building was made using modern construction techniques up to date the hospital has some of the most up to date equipment in the country latest she always
wears the latest fashions cutting edge computers have brought cutting edge technology into the classroom high tech
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contemporary definition in american english collins english Sep 17 2023

living or happening in the same period of time 2 of about the same age 3 of or in the style of the present or recent times modern see also modern noun word forms plural conˈtempoˌraries 4 a
person living in the same period as another or others

examples of contemporary in a sentence merriam webster Aug 16 2023

contemporary in a sentence obama dips back a few years even for some of the more contemporary artists

contemporary definition meaning britannica dictionary Jul 15 2023

contemporary meaning 1 happening or beginning now or in recent times 2 existing or happening in the same time period from the same time period

the 25 works of art that define the contemporary age Jun 14 2023

the 25 works of art that define the contemporary age three artists and a pair of curators came together at the new york times to attempt to make a list of the era s essential artworks here s

modern vs contemporary design style what s the difference May 13 2023

contemporary and midcentury modern are very different designs midcentury modern is minimalistic and features neutral tones while contemporary incorporates more curvy furniture and
decor with bolder colors

contemporary adjective definition pictures pronunciation Apr 12 2023

definition of contemporary adjective in oxford advanced learner s dictionary meaning pronunciation picture example sentences grammar usage notes synonyms and more

contemporary interior design everything you need to know Mar 11 2023

defined by clean lines decorated minimalism and current trends contemporary interiors are distinctly of the moment even when the moment changes found throughout homes offices and retail

how to decorate in contemporary design style the spruce Feb 10 2023

contemporary style is a sophisticated yet easy breezy style bar seating at a kitchen bar or island encourages entertaining in an open space design materials don t have to match consider mixing
textures using wood concrete glass ceramic and metal
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disney s contemporary resort walt disney world resort Jan 09 2023

explore room rates room types and pricing at disney s contemporary resort a disney deluxe resort featuring suites and standard rooms with theme park views

contemporary in a sentence words in a sentence Dec 08 2022

definition of contemporary quite recent examples of contemporary in a sentence while young people tend to prefer contemporary music the older generation prefers to listen to music from the
1970 s and the 1980 s

contemporary etymology of contemporary by etymonline Nov 07 2022

contemporary n one who lives at the same time as another 1630s originally cotemporary from co temporary modified by influence of contemporary adj a native word for it was time fellow 1570s
and earlier was contemporanie early 15c from latin contemporaneus used as a noun also compare crony

contemporary history wikipedia Oct 06 2022

contemporary history is either a subset of the late modern period or it is one of the three major subsets of modern history alongside the early modern period and the late modern period in the
social sciences contemporary history is also continuous with and related to the rise of postmodernity
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